Anna Symington
Call: 2002

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Personal Injury, Fraud, Inquests, Insurance, Public
Authority Liability, Costs

Anna acts for both Claimants and Defendants in most personal injury matters. Anna’s
mainstream personal injury practice is centred around higher value claims and she is
particularly experienced in dealing with claims where the Claimant has developed CRPS.
A large proportion of her practice involves defending fraudulent personal injury claims,
both in Casualty and Motor.
She has been recommended in the legal directories as being “very sharp” and “an excellent advocate.”
Anna has a wealth of experience in EL, PL and RTA claims. She is favoured by both Claimants and Defendants for her
budgeting experience and ability to deliver a successful outcome at CCMCs.
Anna lives in the West Country and her practice is nationwide.

Fraud
Anna acts for Insurers in all aspects of fraud related to personal injury claims. She is preferred Counsel for one major
Insurer in all their Casualty claims. Anna deals with:
Exaggerated injury claims
Phantom passenger claims
LSI
Staged and semi-staged accidents
Ringed fraud
Holiday sickness
Examples of cases include:
Acting for an Insurer in a fraudulent Casualty claim where the digital images of the accident locus were taken
hours before the accident. Successfully obtained an FD finding following Claimant’s discontinuance
Acting for several Insurers in suspected linked fraudulent claims arising out of trip accidents in a particular area
of the country
Acting for an Insurer in an RTA suspected never to have occurred. C discontinued part way through the trial
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following cross examination
Acting for an Insurer in a fraudulent claim brought following a staged bus accident.
Acting for a well known travel company in a holiday sickness claim where the Claimant discontinued at the door
of court
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